Data Migration – Key Concepts for Managing a Project via Case Study

With the growing dominance of business reengineering efforts and enterprise wide application
integration, organizations come to a stage where they have to move their database from multiple
platforms to one; or from one platform to other,
other driven by technology and requirements best suited
for the particular application. System evolution throws up challenges for organizations to keep pace
with the rapidly growing
ing technology and capitalize the advantages of features,
features it offers.
Organizations also migrate when they realize that their existing system have performance and
scalability limitations which cannot cater to their ever expanding business needs.
The data is an immensely valuable asset, built up over years of operations. The whole replacement
project relies on successful migration. In simple terms Data Migration includes
•
•
•
•
•

The existing data,, application, functionality.
The new, post migration items: data, appl
application etc.
Understanding the Schema (Schema is the pattern that your data conforms to)
Mapping of the existing data / application to the new one. This includes the application of
rules for converting the data without missing any data.
Last but not the least – A Migration engine which will help us to apply the mapping rules to
the existing set of data to generate the new set of data

We would like to present a case study and one of the success stories which involved Database
Migration: The customer had multiple and heterogeneous data sources on various platforms ranging
from Sybase, Oracle to IDMS and DB2 on mainframe .The customer wanted to remove Sybase from
their system and move to Oracle and in the process modify the applications and backend programs
program
associated with the database. The whole motivation came from:
•
•
•
•
•

Having a single licensing agreement instead of multiple which will save great deal of costs
Having single service agreement for support
Having single structure and architecture of the applications
appl
working in conjunction with the
database
Easy maintenance of the database and applications
Minimize requirement of trained technical person

The key here was to understand the schema of the Existing system (Sybase) and to- be system
(Oracle). The following activities from the Sybase were converted to Oracle •

•

•

Data Loading: Initially Data,, in the form of flat files was loaded into the Unix Box and then
stored into the Sybase table structure through C programs/ executables. To move over this
process, data was loaded into
nto Oracle
Oracl temporary tables from Mainframe through SQL Ladder
and then appropriately loaded to Oracle tables through Oracle stored Procedures.
Middle Tier Processing: The SQL and Stored Procedures implementing business rules were
converted to corresponding Oracle counterparts ( Keeping in mind that SQL differs in some
areas for Oracle and Sybase )
Database Objects: The existing Stored Procedures and triggers had to be implemented in
Pl/SQL since the Programming Language for Sybase and oracle are different.

The following challenges were faced
d by the team while the execution of the project:
•
•
•
•

Sybase is lenient about date formats while Oracle is not. Thus Date coming from Mainframe
to Oracle had to be shaped according to acceptable Oracle date formats
While the process is being automated,
automated proper care has to be taken to handle exceptions and
errors so that the entire system does not fail
fail.
Doing proper
roper sizing for the target database was a challenge
Difference in SQLs for Sybase and O
Oracle

System and Integration Testing Phase:
This is one of the most crucial phases. The aim is to capture any logical error that has crept during
the migration of the system. The key
ey points while testing were:
•
•
•

Has data loading moved all the relevant data to the target database
Is proper data residing in the intended tables and fields
Are the associated applications and database programs doing what they were intended to
do and manipulating thee data correctly

Implementation Phase:
The team had a parallel run of the old and the new system. When the reliability of the new system
was assured, working of the older system was stopped. However, before this, a comprehensive back
up of data and a recovery strategy was
w made to face any unforeseen scenario.

